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Abstract
We present a calculus for concurrent reversible multiparty sessions, which improves on recent
proposals in several respects: it allows for concurrent and sequential composition within processes
and types, it gives a compact representation of the past of processes and types, which facilitates
the definition of rollback, and it implements a fine-tuned strategy for backward computation. We
propose a refined session type system for our calculus and show that it enforces the expected
properties of session fidelity, forward and backward progress, as well as causal consistency. In
conclusion, our calculus is a conservative extension of previous proposals, offering enhanced
expressive power and refined analysis techniques.
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1 Introduction
Building on recent proposals, we argue that session types and reversibility can be fruitfully
combined to yield a model for correct and reliable communication-centric systems. Session
types are a simple but expressive type formalism that specifies the structure of interactions.
Traditionally, session types have been used to ensure safety properties of interactions, such
as absence of communication errors, deadlock freedom and race freedom.
Reversibility, on its side, may be viewed as a means to improve system flexibility and
reliability. Reversing a computation may be defined as the act of undoing some suffix of
the computation, in order to return to a previously visited state. A condition which is
usually required for undoing a computational step is that all its effects have been already
undone [21, 22, 30, 33, 8, 16, 15]. This property is generally referred to as causal consistency.
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A stronger property, called full reversibility in [25], enables a system to restore exactly a past
state, keeping no trace of the rollback [9, 20, 24]. Sometimes neither of these properties can
be achieved, particularly in distributed systems, and one has to go for weaker properties. In
some cases, it is even desirable that a restored state be not exactly the same as the original
one: for instance, the restored state could keep some memory of the undone computational
path, so as to avoid engaging in that path again in case it led to an unsuccessful state.
In the setting of structured communications, reversibility has been first studied for
contracts [2, 3] and transactions [10, 11, 19]. Only recently has this issue started to be
addressed for session calculi, both binary [33, 23] and multiparty [14, 34, 28, 24] (see Section 6
for more discussion on related work).
When reversing a structured interaction, one has to face the problem of preserving
consistency of the global state: if one of the partners triggers a rollback, then all its
communicating partners should roll back accordingly. This is where session types come to
the rescue, with their precise specification of the functionality of communications (sender,
receiver and message), and of the order in which they should occur.
We present a calculus for concurrent reversible multiparty sessions, which extends previous
proposals in several ways. First of all, our procotols are more general than those specified by
standard multiparty session types [18]: concurrent communications are allowed both between
disjoint groups of participants, and, in a controlled way that excludes auto-concurrency,
also within participants themselves. More specifically, we relax the linearity constraint of
standard multiparty session types, to allow protocol participants to perform communications
in parallel, as long as they do not generate races. To enable the control flows to join again
after a bunch of parallel interactions, besides parallel composition we also introduce full
sequential composition in the syntax of both types and processes.
Moreover, our calculus gives a compact representation of the past of processes and
types, which facilitates the definition of rollback, and it implements a fine-tuned strategy for
backward computation, which is geared towards achieving compliance.
The main contributions of our paper may be summarised as follows:
the introduction of concurrent session types in multiparty session frameworks;
the proposal of a reversible session calculus which is more general than the existing ones,
and which conservatively extends them, preserving the expected properties of session
fidelity, forward and backward progress, and causal consistency;
a fine-tuned strategy for rollback to checkpointed choices, which can only be triggered by
choice leaders in predefined states of the computation, leading back to the choice state
stripped off the unsuccessful path, so as redirect the computation towards alternative,
potentially successful, paths.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present our running example.
In Section 3 we define the syntax and operational semantics – both forward and backward – of
our calculus. In Section 4 we introduce our extended syntax for global types and session types
and we establish well-formedness conditions for global types. Section 5 presents our type
system and proves its soundness, namely that it ensures the expected semantic properties.
We conclude in Section 6 with some discussion on related and future work.
2 Travel protocol example
To illustrate our approach, we present a simple travel protocol, involving three parties, a
Researcher R, a Student S and an Airline company A. This protocol, henceforth called the
RSA protocol, will serve as our running example throughout the paper.
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(b) Message Sequence Graph.
Figure 1 RSA protocol.
When graphically representing protocols, we shall use two kinds of graphs: the first one,
called global graph, is borrowed from [13] and gives a global description of the protocol; the
second one, which we call message sequence graph, is closer to message sequence charts and
emphasises the control flows of the individual partners. In both cases, diamonds will be used
as delimiters for the branching construct, and squares as delimiters for the parallel construct.
In the global graph, boxes represent communications and their whole functionality: sender,
receiver and message. In the message sequence graph, the control flow of the protocol is
split into the individual contributions of the partners: each partner is denoted by a vertical
line; communications are represented by arrows from the sender to the receiver, labelled by
messages; and branching and parallel constructs are replicated for each involved partner.
The RSA protocol is depicted in Figure 1a and Figure 1b according to these conventions.
Let us now informally describe the protocol. Suppose that R and S wish to travel together
to some conference, and that R has date constraints but is flexible about prices, while S has
funding constraints but is flexible about dates. The protocol starts by R sending to S her
chosen date. Then S sends two parallel flight requests to A: one for the date chosen by R,
and one for more flexible dates. The airline A replies by sending in parallel the respective
fares: a higher fare for the fixed date, and a lower fare for the flexible date. At this point,
if S can afford the higher fare, she will book two tickets at this fare, then send a message
done+ to R, and the whole interaction will end here.
Suppose now that S cannot afford the higher fare. In this case, she will propose to R
the alternative date corresponding to the cheaper fare. If R cannot travel at this date she
replies no. Then S will book a single ticket for herself at the cheaper fare, and the interaction
terminates. If instead this date is suitable for R, she replies yes to S. Now S books two
tickets at the cheaper fare and sends a message done- to R. Then R informs S that the hotel
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booking has been changed to fit the new date (supposing R had previously booked the hotel
for her chosen date), thereby closing the interaction.
So far we have described only the forward behaviour of the session. Suppose now that after
proposing the alternative date to R and receiving R’s agreement, S discovers that this date
is not suitable anymore. Then S will trigger a rollback to her internal choice with checkpoint
label C, and R will have to roll back to her corresponding external choice with checkpoint
label C. At this point, since the first branch of the choice has been already explored with no
success, S will have to choose the second branch and book the more expensive flight. On her
side, R could decide to roll back to her internal choice with label C ′ if she discovers that the
hotel is fully booked at the alternative date, and then both S and A will have to roll back to
their corresponding external choices with label C ′.
In our calculus, only “the leader” of a choice, i.e., the participant who solved the choice
by sending the first message, will be authorised to trigger a rollback. In the RSA protocol,
the leader of the first choice is S, while the leader of the second choice is R. In the message
sequence graph, the leader is distinguished by the fact that her choice has an overlined
checkpoint. In the global graph, which collapses the distributed structure of the interaction,
the choice leader is the sender in the first communication after the choice. In fact, the graph
of Figure 1b can always be derived from that of Figure 1a through a projection operation.
3 Calculus
In this section, we introduce the syntax and semantics of our calculus. As usual in session
calculi, we distinguish between user processes, which have not started to be executed yet,
and runtime processes. The executed part of runtime processes will be marked with hats:
this extension is instrumental to reversing computations. Processes may be decorated by
checkpoint labels, marking them as possible rollback points. Our syntax generalises that of
standard multiparty session calculi [18, 12], featuring the additional operators of parallel and
sequential composition (the latter replacing the prefixing operator).
We assume the following base sets: messages, ranged over by λ, λ′, . . . and forming the
set Msg; checkpoint labels, ranged over by C,C ′ and forming the set ChLa; and session
participants, ranged over by p, q, r and forming the set Part.
We use δ to range over general sets of checkpoint labels, and ∆ to stand for either δ or δ
extended by exactly one overlined checkpoint label:
δ ::= ∅ | δ, C ∆ ::= δ | δ, C
Sets of checkpoint labels are associated with choices. More precisely, an overlined checkpoint
label can only be associated with an internal choice and is said to be active. A simple
checkpoint label is passive and may be associated with both internal and external choices.
Intuitively, an overlined checkpoint label is the handle of a backward move: a participant who
crossed an internal choice (henceforth also called the choice leader) with an active checkpoint
label, and then proceeded in the computation, may decide to return to that choice whenever
she has the ability to send a message. Within a network, this backward move of the choice
leader will have to be matched by backward moves of all the participants who did some
action after that checkpoint label.
Let π ∈ {p?λ, p!λ | p ∈ Part, λ ∈ Msg} denote an atomic action, namely a directed input
or output action. An atomic action can bear a hat, in which case it represents an already
executed or past action. We use π̃ to stand for either π or π̂. External and internal choices
can also bear hats, indicating that one branch has been chosen. We use
∑̃
to stand for either∑
or
∑̂
, and similarly for
⊕
.
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i∈I π̃i;Pi | ∆P | P | P | P ;P | µX.P | X | skip
Processes without and with hats are called respectively user processes and runtime processes.
We will omit empty sets of checkpoint labels, choice symbols in one-branch choices,
and trailing skip processes. External and internal choices are assumed to be associative,
commutative, idempotent, and non-empty (except when combined with binary choices in
evaluation contexts or finished processes, see below). A choice with a single branch may
be either an input process or an output process. Parallel composition is associative and
commutative, with neutral element skip. Sequential composition is associative, with neutral
element skip. The operators have the following precedence: ‘;’, ‘+’, ‘⊕’,‘|’.
Following [27], we require recursion to be:
guarded, i.e. a recursion variable X can only appear free in the second argument of a
sequential composition whose first argument is different from skip;
sequential, i.e. a recursion variable X cannot occur free in any branch of a parallel
composition.
Processes are treated equi-recursively, i.e. they are identified with their generated tree [31].
The typing rules of Section 5 will ensure the following well-formedness conditions for
processes:
1. External choices are between input processes;
2. Internal choices are between output processes;
3. A choice without a hat has branches without hats;
4. A choice with a hat has exactly one branch with hats;
5. Only choices are decorated with sets of checkpoint labels;
6. Only internal choices are decorated with an active checkpoint label.
Conditions 1 and 2 reflect the active role of outputs and the passive role of inputs. Conditions
3 and 4 express the fact that executing a choice amounts to executing one of its branches.
Conditions 5 and 6 specify that choices are the only return points for backward reductions.
In the following we will take advantage of these restrictions to simplify definitions.
In a full-fledged calculus, messages would carry values, namely they would be of the form
λ(v). Here, for simplicity we consider only pure messages.
Networks are parallel compositions of pairs p[[P ]], where participant p has behaviour P .
I Definition 2. Networks are defined by: N ::= p[[P ]] | N ‖ N
The operator ‖ is associative and commutative, with neutral element p[[ skip ]] for each p.
The operational semantics is given by two LTSs, one for processes and one for networks.
In the LTS for processes, forward transitions have the form P π−→ P ′ and backward transitions
have the form P CxP ′ or P CxP ′. We define P ↓out if P
p!λ−−→ P ′ for some p, λ, P ′.
In the LTS for networks, forward and backward transitions have respectively the form
N
pλq−−→ N ′ and N CxN ′.
I Definition 3. Evaluation contexts E are defined by:
E ::= δ(
∑̂
i∈Iπi;Pi +̂ π̂; E) | ∆(
⊕̂
i∈Iπi;Pi ⊕̂ π̂; E) | E | P | E ;P | F ; E | [ ]
The definition of evaluation context ensures that in a sequential composition the evaluation
of the second component can only start when the first is a finished process F , defined by:
F ::= δ(
∑̂
i∈Iπi;Pi +̂ π̂;F ) | ∆(
⊕̂
i∈Iπi;Pi ⊕̂ π̂;F ) | F | F | F ;F | skip
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E [P ] π−→ E [P ′]
P
CxP ′ E ok for C
[CtBA]
E [P ] CxE [P ′]
P
CxP ′ E ok for C
[CtBP]
E [P ] CxE [P ′]
P1
p?λ−−→ P ′1 P2
q!λ−−→ P ′2 [Com]
q[[P1 ]] ‖ p[[P2 ]] ‖ N
pλq−−→ q[[P ′1 ]] ‖ p[[P ′2 ]] ‖ N
P
CxP ′ Pi
CxP ′i i ∈ I Pj
C
6 xj ∈ J
[Back]
p[[P ]] ‖ Πi∈Ipi[[Pi ]] ‖ Πj∈Jpj [[Pj ]]
Cxp[[P ′ ]] ‖ Πi∈Ipi[[P ′i ]] ‖ Πj∈Jpj [[Pj ]]
Figure 2 LTS for processes and networks.
The LTSs for processes and networks are given in Figure 2. Rules [ExtCh] and [IntCh]
allow an action to be extracted from one of the summands, as usual, but instead of discarding
the other summands they record the fact that the choice has been crossed by marking
the choice operator with a hat. With this technique, inspired by [6] and already used for
reversible computations in [24], all the dynamic operators are turned into static operators,
and nothing is lost of the original user process. Notice that when I = {j} these rules become
πj ;Pj
πj−→ π̂j ;Pj . Rule [BackCkt] is the main backward rule: it applies to a past internal
choice, where one branch has been partially executed, and it allows the process to roll back to
the original choice where the executed branch is removed. For this to be possible, the choice
must have at least one non executed branch Pi and a set of checkpoint labels containing an
overlined label C, which will label the back transition. This is essential to ensure (by means
of typing) that the choice leader will be the only one who can decide to roll back to this
choice. The condition P ↓out means that in order to trigger a rollback, P should be “in lead”
again, namely able to do an output.




i∈IPi, is needed to allow the
remaining participants to roll back. The mapping * + erases hats from processes, yielding
user processes, i.e. *π̂;P + = π; * P + and * + acts homomorphically otherwise. Note that the
rollback rules can only be applied to processes that are not user processes: in particular, one
branch can be erased only if at least one of its actions has been executed. An evaluation
context E is ok for C (C) if C 6∈ ∆ (C 6∈ ∆) whenever E is a sub-context of a context of the
shape ∆(
∑̂
i∈IPi +̂ π̂; E ′) or ∆(
⊕̂
i∈IPi ⊕̂ π̂; E ′). We use this condition in rules [CtBA] and
[CtBP] to assure that all participants involved in a recursion go back to the same checkpoint,
namely to the first one, as in [28]. This is needed to assure subject reduction, see Example 8.
Rule [Com] is standard. We write P
C
6 xif neither Rule [BackP] nor Rule [CtBP] (with
label C) can be applied to P . This means that C can only occur in user processes within P .
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In a well-typed network, Rule [Back] will make participant p roll back to an internal choice
and moreover, all participants that can roll back to this choice will do so in the same step.
This will be the basis for our soundness result in Section 5. A direct implementation of this
rule is clearly unrealistic. To that purpose, asynchronous communications including rollback
messages should be used, as in [24]. As expected, sequences of network transitions generate
traces, which are words over the infinite alphabet {pλq | p, q ∈ Part, λ ∈ Msg} ∪ ChLa.
When the labels of transitions are not relevant, we write them simply as −→ and x.
In this case, we use −→∗ to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of −→ and
x∗−→ to
denote the reflexive and transitive closure of −→ ∪ x.
Note that our semantics does not enforce any scheduling policy. Hence, a network may
generate an infinite trace that does not involve all participants. For instance, the network:
p[[µX1.q!λ1;X1 | µX2.r!λ2;X2 ]] ‖ q[[µX3.p?λ1;X3 ]] ‖ r[[µX4.p?λ2;X4 ]]
may generate the infinite trace pλ1q pλ1q · · · . In a more elaborate calculus, we could impose
a fair scheduling policy, forcing p to communicate alternately with q and r, and in general,
no communication to be iterated until each participant has communicated at least once.
A network for our RSA travel protocol in Section 2 is Nin = R[[PR ]] ‖ S[[PS ]] ‖ A[[PA ]],
defined as follows (where messages are abbreviated in a programming language style):
The process PS is R?dt;(PS1 | PS2 ) ; (PS3 {C}⊕ PS4 ) where
PS1 = A!fxDt;A?frPl PS2 = A!flDt;A?frMn
PS3 = R!alDt;(PS5 {C′}+ PS6 ) PS4 = A!dbPl;A?dTkPl;R!dnPl
PS5 = R?yes;A!dbMn;PS7 PS7 = A?dTkMn;R!dnMn;R?htl PS6 = R?no;A!sn;A?snTk
The process PR is S!dt;( PR1 {C}+ S?dnPl ) where
PR1 = S?alDt;( PR2 {C′} ⊕ S!no ) PR2 = S!yes;S?dnMn;S!htl





PA1 = S?fxDt;S!frPl PA2 = S?flDt;S!frMn
PA3 = S?dbMn;S!dTkMn PA4 = S?sn;S!snTk PA5 = S?dbPl;S!dTkPl
In the computation below, we denote with P̂ the process P entirely marked with hats.
Nin
R dt S−−−−→ R[[ Ŝ!dt;(PR1 {C}+ S?dnPl) ]] ‖ S[[ R̂?dt;(PS1 | PS2 ) ; (PS3 {C}⊕ P
S
4 ) ]] ‖ A[[PA ]]
−→∗ R[[ Ŝ!dt;(PR1 {C}+ S?dnPl) ]] ‖ S[[FS ; (PS3 {C}⊕ P
S
4 ) ]] ‖ A[[QA ]]
where FS = R̂?dt;(P̂S1 | P̂S2 ), Q





S alDt R−−−−−→ R[[ Ŝ!dt;( Ŝ?alDt;( PR2 {C′} ⊕ S!no ) {C}+̂ S?dnPl ) ]] ‖
S[[FS ; (R̂!alDt;(PS5 {C′}+ PS6 ){C}̂⊕P
S
4 ) ]] ‖ A[[QA ]]
−→∗ R[[ Ŝ!dt;( Ŝ?alDt;( Ŝ!yes;S?dnMn;S!htl{C′}⊕̂S!no ) {C}+̂ S?dnPl ) ]] ‖
S[[FS ; (R̂!alDt;(R̂?yes;A!dbMn;PS7 {C′}+̂ PS6 ){C}̂⊕P
S
4 ) ]] ‖ A[[QA ]]
Cx R[[ Ŝ!dt;(PR1 {C}+ S?dnPl ) ]] ‖ S[[FS ; PS4 ]] ‖ A[[QA ]]
Note that the last network differs from that in Line 2 only by the absence of process PS3 .
4 Global Types and Session Types
A multiparty session is a series of communications among a fixed number of participants [18],
which follows a predefined protocol specified by a global type.
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We use γ to denote either the empty set or a singleton made of a checkpoint label:
γ ::= ∅ | {C}
Sets γ will be associated with choices in global types.
Let αp ∈ {p λ−→ q | q ∈ Part, λ ∈ Msg} denote an atomic communication with sender p.
An atomic communication can bear a hat, in notation α̂p, in which case it represents an
executed or past communication. The symbol α̃p stands for either αp or α̂p.
Global types G are built from choices among atomic communications with the same
sender, with the constructs of parallel composition, sequential composition, and recursion. A
global type K specifies an interaction that is still to start. On the opposite, a global type H
specifies a completely executed interaction, in which there is one path entirely marked with
hats. A general global type G specifies a partially executed interaction, whose executed part
(history) is specified by subterms H, while the parts that have been discarded in choices or
remain to be executed are specified by subterms K.
I Definition 4. Global types G are defined by:
K ::= γ i∈I αpi ; Ki | K ‖ K | K; K | µt.K | t | Skip
H ::= γ(̂i∈I αpi ; Ki ̂ α̂p ; H) | H ‖ H | H; H | Skip
G ::= K | γ(̂i∈I αpi ; Ki ̂ α̂p ; G) | G ‖ G | G; K | H; G
The choice operator  is n-ary, commutative and idempotent. We use ̃ for either  or ̂.
In the binary case we write α̃p1; G γ̃ α̃
p
2; G′. The notation γ(̂i∈I α
p
i ; Ki ̂ α̂p ; G) stands
for a choice where the branch initiating with α̂p has started to be executed. By abuse of
notation, we will write γ̃i∈I α̃pi ; Gi for either γ i∈I α
p
i ; Gi or γ(̂i∈I\{j} α
p
i ; Gi ̂ α̂
p
j ; Gj).
When the checkpoint set γ associated with a choice is empty, we omit it. We call rooted
interaction a subterm α̃p; G. Hence a type γ̃i∈I α̃pi ; Gi is a choice among a number of rooted
interactions with the same sender, at most one of which bears a hat. If I is a singleton we
write α̃p; G. So α̃p; G can denote either a rooted interaction or a choice with a single branch
(the context will disambiguate if needed). We use pa(G) to denote the set of participants of
G, namely all p, q such that p λ−→ q occurs in G.
As for processes, parallel and sequential composition are associative, with neutral element
Skip, parallel composition is commutative, and recursion is guarded, sequential, and treated
equi-recursively. The operators have the following precedence: ‘;’, ‘’, ‘‖’.
Session types are projections of global types onto participants. They represent the
contributions of individual participants to the session. The projection of a choice yields a
union for the choice leader and intersections for the receivers. Checkpoint labels of global
types are preserved by the projection onto session types, and the checkpoint label of the
choice leader is distinguished by overlining it.
We now define session pre-types, which are a superset of session types. In this paper,
session types will only be defined as projections of well-formed global types, see Definition 7.
(There is no circularity since global type well-formedness does not depend on session types.)
Session pre-types are obtained from processes by replacing external and internal choices with
intersections and unions, X with t and skip with Skip, with similar conventions.
I Definition 5. Session pre-types are defined by:
T ::=
∧̃
i∈I π̃i; Ti |
∨̃
i∈I π̃i; Ti | ∆T | T | T | T; T | µt.T | t | Skip
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We call an intersection
∧̃
i∈I p̃i?λi;Ti non-ambiguous if its initial inputs are all distinct,
namely if i 6= j implies either pi 6= pj or λi 6= λj . Projectability will require non-ambiguity
of intersections. Our definition of projection (see Figure 3) is more liberal than in other
session calculi, since we have an extended syntax for global types and we want to maximise
the set of global types that are projectable. In particular, we allow equal messages between
the same pair of participants in choices (this is usually forbidden [12, 28]). In any case, we
want projection to ensure that in a global choice, the choice leader makes the decision and
all the other participants act accordingly. We do so by requiring that, for any participant
except the choice leader, the set of projections of the choice branches on that participant,
say {Ti | i ∈ I}, be consistent, i.e., the join of the types in the set,
⊔
i∈I Ti, be defined.
The join
⊔
i∈I Ti is a partial operator, which checks that the Ti’s are compatible behaviours
and then combines them into a single session type. (In the definition of join we may assume
that all the Ti’s are projections of global types.) Intuitively,
⊔
i∈I Ti is defined if the concerned
participant either has the same behaviour in all Ti, or, if this is not the case, if she receives a
message that “notifies” her about the chosen Ti before she starts differentiating her behaviour.
If one of the Ti’s is an intersection of input behaviours, then so must be all the other Ti’s.
To join intersection types, we define an auxiliary operator
⊎
, which takes a non-ambiguous
intersection
∧̃









i∈I p̃i?λi; Ti ∧̃ p̃?λ; T if pi 6= p or λi 6= λ for all i ∈ I∧̃
i∈I\{j}p̃i?λi; Ti ∧̃ (p̃j?λj ∪̃ p̃?λ); T
⊔
Tj if pj = p
and λj = λ (j ∈ I)
where p̂?λ ∪̃ p?λ = p?λ ∪̃ p̂?λ = p̂?λ and p?λ ∪̃ p?λ = p?λ and the obtained intersections
have hats if one of the input behaviours has a hat. If the prefix p?λ is different from all the
pi?λi, then
⊎
produces the intersection of the two types. In this case, receiving message λ
from p amounts to being notified of the choice of branch T. If instead p?λ = pj?λj for some
j ∈ I, then we try to combine the types p̃?λ; T and p̃j?λj ; Tj by factoring out their common
prefix and producing p̃?λ; T
⊔
Tj (where p?λ has a hat if one of the two building prefixes
has a hat), so that the resulting intersection is again non-ambiguous. If T
⊔
Tj is defined,
then T and Tj will be discriminated later if they are different, see G1 in Example 6.
To define
⊎
on two intersection types, we just iterate the above definition on the members
of one of the intersections. In a similar way, we can extend
⊎
to a set of intersection types.








˜pi,j?λi,j ; Ti,j if Ti = ∆i
∧̃
j∈Ji






i∈I T′i if Ti = T; T′i for all i ∈ I





are mutually recursive. Let us examine the three clauses.
If all Ti’s are intersections of session types, then we combine them with
⊎
as explained above.
The checkpoint set of the resulting intersection is the union of the checkpoint sets of the Ti’s.
If all Ti’s start with the same interaction T, and their continuations T′i’s are consistent,
then we factor out T and we produce the session type T followed by the join of the T′i’s.
If some Ti is Skip, it means that the participant terminates in the branch Ti. Then it must
terminate in all branches, so all Ti’s must be Skip.
The join is not defined between intersections and unions, nor between unions with different
prefixes. Our join extends that of [12], to deal with parallel and sequential composition.
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(
˜p λ−→ q; G )p = q̃!λ; Gp ( ˜p λ−→ q; G )q = p̃?λ; Gq ( ˜p λ−→ q; G ) r = G r , if r 6= p, q











i ; Gi ) r c otherwise
Figure 3 Projection of global types onto participants.
To define projection we need one last auxiliary operator, the prefixing of a session pre-type
T by a set γ of at most one checkpoint label (notation γbTc), defined by:
γb
∧̃
i∈I π̃i; Tic = γ
∧̃
i∈I π̃i; Ti γb
∨̃
i∈I π̃i; Tic = γ
∨̃
i∈I π̃i; Ti γb∆Tc = γ∪∆T if γ ∩∆ = ∅
γbT0 | T1c = γbT0c | γbT1c γbT0; T1c = γbT0c; T1 γbµt.T′c = µt.γbT′c γbSkipc = Skip
Prefixing adds γ to the first (possibly empty) set ∆ found in T. Intuitively, the checkpoint
labels that are spread along successive choices in the global type may get grouped together
on a single local choice when projected on participants. We do not need to define γbtc since
recursion is guarded. The condition in the clause for γb∆Tc is needed to avoid checkpoint
labels which can never be used. This condition rules out for instance the global type:
(p λ1−→ q; p λ
′
1−→ r; (p λ2−→ q; p λ
′
2−→ r {C} p
λ3−→ q; p λ
′
3−→ r)) {C} p
λ4−→ q; p λ
′
4−→ r
in which no backward reduction could return to the innermost occurrence of C. This is due
to the condition on evaluation contexts in rules [CtBA] and [CtBP].
The projection of global types uses the projections of rooted interactions, see the first
line of Figure 3. The projection of a choice is a union for the sending participant, and it
is otherwise computed as the join of the projections on the branches. With γ we denote
{C} if γ = {C} and ∅ if γ = ∅. The join operation can be undefined, and therefore also the
projection of global types can be undefined. Since Skip
⊔
T is defined only if T = Skip, the
definition of projection ensures that all the branches of a choice γ̃i∈I α̃pi ; Gi have the same
participants, i.e., pa(α̃pi ; Gi) = pa(α̃
p
j ; Gj) for all i, j ∈ I. The omitted cases in Figure 3 are
either standard (recursion and Skip) or homomorphic projections (parallel and sequential
composition). Notice that projection respects hats and checkpoint labels.
I Example 6. Let G1 = (
̂p λ−→ q;
̂
p λ1−→ q; q λ2−→ r ) ̂ ( p λ−→ q; p λ3−→ q; q λ4−→ r ). The
projections of G1 onto its participants are: G1 p = ( q̂!λ; q̂!λ1 ) ∨̂ ( q!λ; q!λ3 ),
G1  q = p̂?λ; ( ( p̂?λ1; r!λ2 ) ∧̂ ( p?λ3; r!λ4 ) ) and G1  r = q?λ2 ∧ q?λ4. Even though q
receives the same message λ from p in the two branches of the choice, before sending two
different messages to r it receives a second message from p, which identifies the chosen branch.
Also the global type G2 = ( p
λ1−→ q; r λ2−→ q )  ( p λ3−→ q; r λ2−→ q ) is projectable, since r
sends the same message λ2 in both branches.
Instead, the global type G3 = (
̂p λ−→ q; q λ1−→ r ) ̂ ( p λ−→ q; q λ2−→ r ) is not projectable on the
participant q: in fact ( p̂?λ; r!λ1 )
⊔





r!λ2 is not defined. This is justified since q should send two different messages to
r in the two branches, while no previous communication identifies the chosen branch.
The next example features a checkpoint label set containing both a simple label and an
overlined one. Let G4 = p
λ1−→ q; p λ
′
1−→ r; G5 {C′}  p
λ2−→ q; p λ
′
2−→ r; G5 where G5 =
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s λ3−→ p; s λ
′
3−→ r {C}  s
λ4−→ p; s λ
′
4−→ r. Then the projection of G4 onto s is G4  s =
p!λ3 r!λ′3 {C′,C}∨ p!λ4 r!λ
′
4.
Let us now look back at the RSA protocol. Its global type G, which may be seen as a
syntactic description of the graph in Figure 1a, is the following:
G = R dt−→ S ; (G1 ‖ G2); (G3 {C} G4) where
G1 = S
fxDt−−→ A; A frPl−−→ S G2 = S
flDt−−→ A; A frMn−−→ S
G3 = S
alDt−−→ R; (G5 {C′} G6) G4 = S
dbPl−−→ A ; A dTkPl−−−→ S; S dnPl−−→ R
G5 = R
yes−−→ S ; S dbMn−−→ A; A dTkMn−−−→ S; S dnMn−−→ R; R htl−−→ S G6 = R
no−→ S ; S sn−→ A; A snTk−−→ S
The projection of G on the participant S (TS) has the same structure as G, since S is
involved in all communications of the protocol:
TS = R?dt;(TS1 | TS2 ) ; (TS3 {C}∨ TS4 ) where
TS1 = A!fxDt;A?frPl TS2 = A!flDt;A?frMn
TS3 = R!alDt;(TS5 {C′}∧ TS6 ) TS4 = A!dbPl;A?dTkPl;R!dnPl
TS5 = R?yes;A!dbMn;A?dTkMn;R!dnMn;R?htl TS6 = R?no;A!sn;A?snTk
On the other hand, the projections of G on A and R are simpler, and are not given here.
In the presence of sequentialisation and recursion, projectability of global types is not
enough to ensure starvation freedom in communication protocols. For example, the global
type µt.p λ−→ q; t; p λ
′
−→ r exhibits starvation, since the participant r will indefinitely wait
for message λ′ from participant p. This problem can be avoided by requiring that the
communications which follow a loop involve only participants who are also communicating in
the body of the loop. We formalise this by the predicate sequentially well-formed on global
types. This predicate applied to G; G′ requires that the participants of G′ be contained in
the set of allowed followers of G, denoted by af(G) and defined by
af(γ̃i∈I α̃pi ; Gi) =
⋂
i∈I af(Gi) af(G ‖ G
′) = af(G) ∪ af(G′) af(G; G′) = af(G) ∩ af(G′)
af(µt.G) =
{
pa(G) if t ∈ G
af(G) otherwise
af(Skip) = Part
In the definition of af for parallel composition of global types, the union is justified by the
example (µt.p λ1−→ q; t ‖ µt.r λ2−→ s; t); p λ3−→ r.
In order to avoid deadlocks, we need to impose some restrictions on the use of checkpoint
labels and of messages in parallel communications. The same checkpoint label should not
occur in two parallel global types. For suppose we allowed the global type:
(p λ1−→ q ; p λ
′
1−→ r {C} p
λ2−→ q ; p λ
′
2−→ r) ‖ (p λ3−→ q; p λ
′
3−→ r {C} p
λ4−→ q; p λ
′
4−→ r)
Here there are two parallel interactions, both involving participants p, q and r. Assume that
message λ1 has been exchanged in the first interaction, and message λ3 has been exchanged
in the second. Now participant p may want to roll back to the choice labelled by {C} in the
first interaction. Then participant q should roll back to the same choice, while the above
type would allow her to roll back to the choice labelled by {C} in the second interaction.
As regards messages, we already observed that we allow different branches of a choice to
have equal senders, equal messages and equal receivers. Our definition of projection ensures
that the behaviour of a participant is either independent of the chosen branch or identifiable
through some communications. For parallel global types, instead, we require that different
branches do not have equal senders, equal messages and equal receivers. Indeed, if we allowed
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i∈I πi;Pi : δ
∧
i∈I πi; Ti




i∈I πi;Pi : ∆
∨
i∈I πi; Ti




i∈Iπi;Pi +̂ π̂;P : δ
∧̂
i∈Iπi; Ti ∧̂ π̂; T




i∈Iπi;Pi ⊕̂ π̂;P : ∆
∨̂
i∈Iπi; Ti ∨̂ π̂; T
` Pi : Gpi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) pa(G) ⊆ {p1, . . . , pn}
[t-Net]
` p1[[P1 ]] ‖ · · · ‖ pn[[Pn ]] : G
Figure 4 Main typing rules for processes and networks.
two parallel communications with equal messages between the same pair of participants,
then we could have a global type p λ−→ q ; G1 ‖ p
λ−→ q ; G2, and processes implementing
participants p and q could “cross” their communications.
A global type meeting the above two requirements on messages and checkpoint labels is
called respectively message well formed and checkpoint label well formed.
Last but not least, following [7, 26] we require that the order of communications prescribed
by a global type be witnessed by at least one of the session participants. This excludes,
for instance, the global type p λ−→ q; r λ
′
−→ s, since the two communications have disjoint
sets of participants, and therefore they should be independent. The correct global type
representing this situation is p λ−→ q ‖ r λ
′
−→ s. This condition is necessary for a global type to
be implementable by a collection of processes, and we refer to [7] for further justifications of
this choice. It is easy to formalise this requirement as a well-formedness condition on the set
of traces generated by global types, defined in the standard way.
To sum up, we define well-formedness of global types as follows.
I Definition 7 (Well-formed global types). A global type is well formed when:
1. Its projections are defined on all participants;
2. It is sequentially well formed, message well formed and checkpoint label well formed;
3. Its set of traces is well formed.
In the following we will consider only well-formed global types.
5 Type System and Soundness
The shape of typing judgements is Γ ` P : T, where the environment Γ associates process
variables with session types: Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, X : T. Process typing exploits the correspondence
between external choices and intersections, internal choices and unions. Figure 4 shows the
interesting rules. Typing respects hats, in rules [t-ExtCh], [t-IntCh], [t-ExtCh-RT],
[t-IntCh-RT] intersections and unions have hats if choices have hats. Subtyping 6 on
session types takes into account the standard rules for intersection and union and preserves
hats, while checkpoint sets can decrease with deletion of types in intersections and increase
with addition of types in unions. Subtyping is used in a standard subsumption rule (omitted).
The other omitted rules for processes are just homomorphisms as expected from the syntax
of processes and session types. Rule [t-Net] is the only rule for typing networks: it
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requires that the types of all processes be projections of a unique global type. The condition
pa(G) ⊆ {p1, . . . , pn} ensures the presence of all session participants and allows the typing of
sessions containing p[[ skip ]] for any p, a property needed to guarantee invariance of types
under structural equivalence of networks. Clearly, typing imposes constraints on the way
hats and checkpoint labels are placed within processes.
I Example 8. Let P = µX.q!λ1; r!λ2;X {C}⊕ q!λ3; r!λ4;X andQ = µY.p?λ1;Y {C}+ p?λ3;Y
and R = µZ.p?λ2;Z {C}+ p?λ4;Z. The network p[[P ]] ‖ q[[Q ]] ‖ r[[R ]] reduces by forward
reductions to p[[P ′ ]] ‖ q[[Q′ ]] ‖ r[[R′ ]] where
P ′ = q̂!λ1; r̂!λ2; (q!λ1; r!λ2;P {C}⊕ q̂!λ3; r!λ4;P ) {C}⊕ q!λ3; r!λ4;P and
Q′ = p̂?λ1; (p?λ1;Q {C}+ p̂?λ3;Q){C}+ p?λ3;Q and R′ = p̂?λ2;R {C}+ p?λ4;R. By Rule
[Back], p[[P ′ ]] ‖ q[[Q′ ]] ‖ r[[R′ ]] Cxp[[P ′′ ]] ‖ q[[Q ]] ‖ r[[R ]] where P ′′ = q!λ3; r!λ4;P .
Without the condition E ok for C on rule [CtBA], we could have also the backward move:
p[[P ′ ]] ‖ q[[Q′ ]] ‖ r[[R′ ]] Cxp[[P ′′′ ]] ‖ q[[Q′′ ]] ‖ r[[R ]], where
P ′′′ = (q̂!λ1; r̂!λ2; q!λ1; r!λ2;P ) {C}⊕ q!λ3; r!λ4;P and Q′′ = p̂?λ1;Q {C}+ p?λ3;Q. Then
Subject Reduction would fail, since the network p[[P ]] ‖ q[[Q ]] ‖ r[[R ]] is typable, while
p[[P ′′′ ]] ‖ q[[Q′′ ]] ‖ r[[R ]] is not typable. In fact the output r!λ2 has a hat in the session type
of P ′′′, while the corresponding input p?λ2 does not have a hat in the session type of R.
This example shows also why it would not be possible to roll back to the last checkpoints in
recursive processes, since they could be different for different participants.
It is easy to verify that the type TS given at page 11 can be derived for the process PS
given at the end of Section 3.
The present type system is not informative enough: ` N : G does not imply that a
communication in G can be done in a forward computation of N. For example, consider
` N0 : G0 where N0 = p[[ q!λ ]] ‖ q[[ p?λ + p?λ′ ]] and G0 = p





−→ q cannot occur in N0. To discuss properties, we introduce a type
system which represents more closely the evolution of networks.
We write Γ `? P : T if this judgement can be derived using the typing rules of Figure 4
without the help of the subtyping rule. Let 6? be the subtyping relation between session
types obtained from 6 by requiring that unions have the same number of disjuncts.
We write `? N : G if this judgement can be derived using the typing rule:
`? Pi : Ti Ti 6? Gpi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) pa(G) ⊆ {p1, . . . , pn}
[t-Net?]
` p1[[P1 ]] ‖ · · · ‖ pn[[Pn ]] : G
The relation between the type systems `? and ` is expressed by Theorem 9, whose
proof uses standard Inversion Lemmas. The property of Subject Reduction for `? is then
established by Theorem 10. Its proof relies on the close correspondence between the evolution
of well-typed nets and the evolution of their types along forward and backward computations.
I Theorem 9. If `? N : G, then ` N : G. If ` N : G, then `? N : G′ for some G′.
I Theorem 10 (Subject Reduction). `? N : G and N
x∗−→ N′ imply `? N′ : G′ for some G′.
Notice that Theorems 9 and 10 imply Subject Reduction for `.
A standard property enforced by session types is Session Fidelity: all communications
occur as specified by global types. To deal with backward reductions we introduce a mapping
** ++ on global types, which erases all communications with hats and all discarded branches
of choices. A checkpoint label C is alive in G if ** G ++ contains a choice {C}i∈I p
λi−→ qi; Gi
with more than one branch, such that for some i ∈ I, λ, q, the global type Gi contains p
λ−→ q.
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I Theorem 11 (Session Fidelity). If ` N : G, then all traces in forward computations of N
are suffixes of traces of G. Moreover if N −→∗ N′ CxN′′, then C is alive in G.
We discuss now forward and backward progress.
I Theorem 12 (Forward Progress). If ` p[[ E [P ] ]] ‖ N : G with P user process, P 6= skip, then
there are P ′, N′ such that p[[ E [P ] ]] ‖ N −→∗ p[[ E [P ′] ]] ‖ N′ and P ′ has one hat.
Notice that the standard formulation of progress [12], which requires that each input/output
that is persistently offered be eventually consumed, is an easy consequence of this theorem.
I Theorem 13 (Backward Progress). If `? N : G and C is alive in G, then there is N′ such
that N −→∗ N′ and N′ CxN′′.
We end this section with a remark on causal consistency and full reversibility. Clearly,
our calculus enjoys causal consistency since a rollback to a checkpointed choice cancels all
communications done after that checkpoint. Instead, full reversibility does not hold, since
rollbacks erase explored branches in internal choices.
6 Related Work and Conclusion
Since the seminal work by Danos and Krivine on reversible CCS [9], reversible computation
has been widely studied in process calculi. In [29], Phillips and Ulidowski proposed a method
for reversing process operators defined in a general SOS format, and noted that thread
identifiers and histories were needed to record the past of computations. In [21], Lanese et al.
defined a reversible variant of the higher-order π-calculus, using tags to identify threads, and
explicit memory processes. This calculus was enriched with a fine-grained rollback primitive
in [20]. In [8], Cristescu et al. proposed a causal semantic model for the reversible π-calculus.
Reversibility for structured communications was first studied in [10, 11, 19], where
transactions with rollback and coordinated checkpoints were modelled in an extended CCS.
More recently, reversibility has been incorporated into contracts [1, 4] and session calculi [17,
18]. In [2] and [3], Barbanera et al. investigated the notions of compliance and sub-behaviour
for contracts with checkpoints.While rollbacks are forgetful in [2], in [3] they are used as a
strategy to achieve compliance: in this case, after a rollback a process cannot engage again
in the previously explored branch, presumably unsuccessful.
Our work is most closely related to the recent proposals [33, 34, 23, 22, 24, 28, 26, 14].
Tiezzi and Yoshida [33] use tags and memories to allow full reversibility of binary sessions with
delegation. In [34], two forms of reversibility are considered: either a session is completely
reversed in a single backward step, or any intermediate state is restored. Mezzina and
Pérez [23, 22] use monitors as memories for reversing binary sessions. A key novelty of this
work is the use of session types with present and past. In [24], this approach is generalised
to multiparty sessions, asynchronous higher-order communications, and decoupled rollbacks.
In [28], Neykova and Yoshida provide an algorithm to analyse and extract causal dependencies
from a given multiparty global type, and use it to ensure that communicating processes
are safely recovered from consistent states in the presence of a failure. In [26], Mezzina
and Tuosto propose a semantic control of reversibility: a computation along a branch is
reversed according to the guards on the current configuration. A feature of [26] is that inputs
are potentially irreversible actions, unless they appear within a loop. Finally, our paper
builds on [14] and improves it in several respects: it has a more liberal syntax for types and
processes, gives a more compact representation of past communications and implements a
fine-tuned strategy for backward moves, geared towards achieving compliance.
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It should be noted that in all the above-mentioned proposals, the syntax of global types (if
any) does not include recursion, parallel composition nor sequential composition. Thus, some
of our examples cannot be expressed in these models. On the other hand, the context-free
session types of [32], recently proposed to capture the type-safe serialisation of recursive data
types, include sequential composition and recursion. Our session types generalise them by
offering in addition parallel composition, and by handling multiparty sessions.
The properties of our calculus are standard for session types, but their proofs require some
ingenuity due to the generality of our syntax and to the specificity of our rollback mechanism.
A limitation of our work is that the starting points of rollbacks are statically determined. By
contrast, these points are determined dynamically in [26], offering a more realistic solution.
We plan to introduce similar runtime conditions for rollback in our calculus.
Since our session types and global types are “truly concurrent”, we would also like to study
their interpretation into some non-interleaving semantic model. A natural candidate that
comes to mind is the model of Event Structures, for which reversible variants have already
been proposed [30, 16]. We plan to explore a reversible variant of Flow Event Structures [5],
a model that has already been used to interpret CCS processes with past in [6].
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